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Economic Environment 

 
New Zealand Winegrowers welcomes UK free trade announcement 

New Zealand Winegrowers has welcome the potential UK Free Trade Agreement that the UK and NZ 
have agreed in principle, calling it very positive for the NZ industry. The agreement will reduce trade 
barriers and remove tariffs on New Zealand wine exports to the UK.  
Click here to read more  
 
NZ wine industry to see boon from UK FTA  
Click here to read more  

 
 
Global Trends - Wine Industry Key Elements 

 
Global Supply Chain Issues Plague the Wine Industry 

As the economy recovers and consumers spend again, the increased volume of imported goods is 
arriving too quickly for the global supply chain to handle. Add the collective love affair with direct 
shipping and you get the delays you know, plus more to come, and dramatically higher costs at every 
logistical link.  
 
Variations and storage requirements aside, a global wine supply chain generally looks like this: grape 
grower > producer > packer > exporter > shipper > importer > trucker > wholesale distributor > 
retailer/restaurant/bar. Roughly speaking, currently, a process that used to take 30 days can take 
three months.  
Click here to read more 
 
 
Nuusbrokkies / News Snippets 

 
´Millions of Cases´ of Truly Hard Seltzer Will Be Destroyed as Hard Seltzer 

Boom Fades 

The bigger they are, the harder they fall, and on Friday, the makers of Truly Hard Seltzer admitted 
their massive bet on the popular brand had come crashing down with a resounding thud, including 
choosing to destroy millions of cases of the fizzy alcoholic beverage.  
 
But though hard seltzer still claims a significant percentage of beer sales, the astronomical growth 
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has slowed to more sensible levels. Bloomberg reported that hard seltzer sales were up just 4 
percent for the four weeks ending on July 11 as opposed to 49 percent growth over the previous 12 
months.  
Click here to read more 
 
 
‘Disneyland of fakes’ at China Food & Drinks Fair in Tianjin 

Despite Chinese authorities’ intensified crackdown on counterfeit wines, there are unfortunately 
plenty of fakes, lookalikes and imitations seen at this year’s Autumn edition of China Food & Drinks 
Fair in Tianjin this week.  
Click here to read more 
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